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construction of European
single European people or ‘demos’, but instead a consensual
things intelligible to others without flattening out nuances
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Translation across different cultures involves
different types of translation: translation across different
languages and cultures; the transdisciplinary translation
International Studies, this quest involves mastering three
languages and collectives. And this cannot happen if we fail

Translating between the academy, the public and the
political world suggests that the diversity of EU scholarship's theoretical
limits of liberal democracy, academics should reflect upon a
original instincts reaffirmed—Europe needs academic
storytellers who can envision an EU 2.0 without expounding
Leave's 'take back control'. The academic reflex cannot be
to dismiss stories, but must involve an attempt at providing
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to do this is through stories. "Politics without stories is
things, much has been
boundaries, as
disciplinary
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unorthodox interpretations. Our translations must
always be grounded in competence, but never in contempt.
Paradoxically for scholars committed to theory building,
what is at stake in Europe today to more diverse audiences.
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